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A wide range of Spray Guns are available to suit a variety of applications. With options on inlet and outlet sizes and 
fittings, acid resistance, low trigger force (LTF) and swivels, there are guns for every operation.

Suttner guns are built to very high specifications and have been developed over many years in the field. Most guns 
can be fitted with couplings and adapters to suit all lances, foam heads and high-pressure hoses.

The LTF system has a 90% less holding force and a 40% less trigger pulling force than the standard market wash guns. 

The swivel option at the inlet port reduces the risk of twisted hoses and makes for easier rotation of the gun  
under pressure.

The well proven KW plug and coupler system for the quick connection of lances and foam lances has become an 
industry standard and is recommended for industrial applications.

Specialised guns for food industry and foot operated guns are also available.

Quick connect couplings can make the business of swapping lances, foam lances and foam heads so much easier. 
Regardless of the guage and thread, Chiefs have couplings, nipples and adapters to suit all brands of pressure 
cleaner. 

From quick connect to threaded, there isn’t a connection we can’t make.
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The choice of lances is extensive, to say the least. 

From straight high-pressure lances to Twin Rollovers, Easyturns, Push Pulls and Long Casts. Lances that can  
deliver foam and high-pressure water from the same unit, redirect water round corners and intensify flow for  
heavy dirt removal.

Swivels are a must for most wash operations. Our range includes hose swivels and hose reel swivels, in a number of 
sizes and configurations.
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TROLLEY

Call one of our team members  
on  07 5493 8868 for more information. 

a: 3/6 Textile Avenue
    Warana QLD 4575 
e: office@chiefsaustralia.com

chiefsaustralia.com

Wash Bay/Car Wash Accessories

BRUSH HOLDER

LANCE  HOLDER TRUCK 
RIM CLEANER

DRUM HOLDER


